SUBJECT INDEX

1968 movement, European Maoist, 320

A
acrobatics (打 da), in revolutionary opera, 61–62
acrobat/military man (武生 wusheng), role type in traditional opera, 58n. See also sheng
advertisements, 232–33, 243, 246–48, 254, 265, 270, 322, 324
advertising law (1994), 232–33, 247
agricultural model, 219–20. See also Dazhai
agriculture, 169, 223
aiguo (爱国, patriotism), 179
altar, house and family, 314, 317
altar painting, Christian, 297
American Congregational Church, 144n
amnesia, see memory
anarchy in Cultural Revolution Culture, 11, 124, 340n, 350, 377, 377n, 385; Mao and, 380. See also Cultural Revolution Culture; restrictions/regulations
anti-bourgeois-liberalism campaign (反资产阶级自由化运动 fanzhicanjiejiziyufahuyundong, late 1980s), 241n
Anti-Confucius Campaign (1973–75), 9, 162, 164, 168, 186–87, 293, 392; and Lin Biao, 15, 218; and Confucian heritage and traditional culture; 15–16, 30n, 157, 172–74, 183n, 199; and May Fourth Movement, 30–31, 164n, 165; and model works, 82; and Three Character Classics, 139–40, 144, 147n, 151, 154, 179, 184, 230; precursors to, 17, 140, 158–59, 164, 166, 185, 209n; individual memory, 156, 162–3, 173, 381; and history periodization, 175; and Dazhai, 218; and the Foolish Old Man, 250; and comics, 333n, 359, 368. See also "Criticize Lin Biao and Confucius"
anti-Japanese, 42, 103, 111, 144, 196, 200–201; resistance, 378
Anti-Japanese War, see Sino-Japanese War
Anti-Rightist Campaign (反右派运动 fanyoupai yundong), 45, 292, 383; Rightist cap, 34
aria, 23, 50, 54, 61, 70, 83–84, 88, 109–10, 113; types in Beijing Opera, 61–64. See also erhuang; xipi
aristocratic, as derogatory term in Communist Party polemics, 35, 52, 135, 165, 374; art and painting-styles, 290–91, 293; in comics, 361
art, modern: with national characteristics (民族性 minzuxing), 278–79; reform, 374; official, 379. See also MaoArt
art directive, see "life on a higher plane"
artistic troupes, 17.
See also ballet troupes; Beijing Opera troupes; drama troupes; music troupes; performing troupes; opera troupes; song and dance troupes; theater troupes
Asian Values, discussion in the 1990s, 186
atomic bomb, 120
augmented fourth, diabolus in musica, 69, 71, 110
Autumn Harvest Uprising (秋收起义 Qiushou qiyi, 1927), 281, 288
avant-garde art, 297, 325–26, 328, 393
B
ballet (舞剧 wuju), 44, 46, 89; and Chinese opera, 57; Beijing Opera elements in, 375.
See also artistic troupes
ballet troupes, 44, 89.
See also artistic troupes
bamboo flute (笛子 dizi), musical instrument, 51, 74–75.
See also instruments, Chinese
bangzi (梆子, clapper operas), 51–52
banyan (板眼, meter), see meter
baoxiang (宝像, divine images): Mao buttons as, 258; Mao images as, 314
basic task (根本任务 genben renwu), see Serve the People
"battle song" (战歌 zhan’ge), 101
Beijing Opera troupe, 65; Harbin, 81; Shandong Provincial, 81; Nanjing, 89.
See also artistic troupes
belcanto, see singing styles and techniques
bianwen (变文, Transformation Texts), Buddhist religious stories, 51
big-character poster (大字报 dazibao), 9, 99, 99n, 158, 191, 247n
bird-and-flower painting (花鸟画 huaniahua), 135, 292–93
black cultivation (黑修养 hei xiuyang), 168, 178
black line (黑线 heixian), in literature and art, 113n, 177, 345, 347
black materials (黑资料 hezi ziliao), 137, 140, 160, 163, 176; black literature, 9, 134–35
black painter (黑画家 hei huajia), 274
black paintings (黑画 heihua), 274
blasphemy, 119–20, 232, 300
book burnings, 359
bourgeois (资产 zhi), also bourgeois, as derogatory term in Communist Party polemics, 34, 124, 187, 197; classicist and romanticist music 35, 37, 42, 65, 67, 72, 77, 96, 98, 134; literature, 132, 345; experts and intellectuals, 212–13; in Mao’s words and writings, 220, 223, 228; in art works, 270, 278, 291; liberalization/liberalism, 241n, 311; in Mao quotes; Mao Zedong Thought, 379.
bourgeoisie, 4, 20, 34, 96, 98, 134; literature, 132, 345; experts and intellectuals, 212–13; in Mao’s words and writings, 220, 223, 228; in art works, 270, 278, 291; liberalization/liberalism, 241n, 311; in Mao quotes; Mao Zedong Thought, 379.
bourgeoisie, as derogatory term in Communist Party polemics, 34, 124, 187, 197; classicist and romanticist music 35, 37, 42, 65, 67, 72, 77, 96, 98, 134; literature, 132, 345; experts and intellectuals, 212–13; in Mao’s words and writings, 220, 223, 228; in art works, 270, 278, 291; liberalization/liberalism, 241n, 311; in comics, 347, 358, 361. See also capitalist
censorship, 9, 35, 245, 251, 283, 355. See also propaganda; restrictions/regulations
chain(ed) pictures (连环画 lianhuanhua), comics, 331, 336, 337n, 353, 360, 362, 365, 369–70. See also comics
chaojia (才子佳人, “scholar and beauty” style), love stories, 54, 348
ch Bürger, see Gods, spirits, and deities. See also religious worship of Mao
Christian, 14, 147, 353, 386; Buddhist sutra, 252, 325
Chinese, see instruments, Chinese
Chinese instruments, see instruments, Chinese
Chinese instruments, see instruments, Chinese
Chinese opera, see traditional opera, Chinese
Chinese opera, see traditional opera, Chinese
Chinese painting, traditional, 288, 291. See also individual painting techniques
Chinese theatricals (戏曲 xiqu), traditional, 78, 91
choral singing, 75, 225
church, the, see Gods, spirits, and deities
Christian, 14, 253; hymns, 97; Three Character Classic, 146–48; values, 148; Ten Commandments, 148; Bible, 194, 199, 248, 253, 322; Revelation, 298
chinese opera, 58
Chinese opera, see traditional opera, Chinese
Christian, see also Jesus
Christian, 14, 253; hymns, 97; Three Character Classic, 146–48; values, 148; Ten Commandments, 148; Bible, 194, 199, 248, 253, 322; Revelation, 298
chinese opera, 58
Christian, see also Jesus
Chinese opera, see traditional opera, Chinese
Christian, see also Jesus
Christian, see also Jesus
civil war period (1945–49), 36, 71
clothes (衣服 yifu), in literature and art, 113n
clothes (衣服 yifu), in literature and art, 113n
clothes (衣服 yifu), in literature and art, 113n
clothes (衣服 yifu), in literature and art, 113n
club portraits, creators), see workers, peasants, and soldiers
clapper (梆子 bangzi), 51. See also instruments, Chinese
clapper operas (梆子腔 bangzi qiang), 51–52
class background/character, of composers and their music, 65, 67
classical Chinese, see literary Chinese
classical music, Western, 34, 36–37, 65; and romantic, 40, 67–68; in model works, 69, 72. See also individual composers by name
citations, 12–13, 86, 90, 121, 183, 234, 238, 249, 254–55. See also Mao quotes; quotations
classical music, 41, 68, 70, 72, 90, 96
classico-romantic musical conventions, 45, 72–73,
class struggle, 62, 83, 160, 172, 179, 181, 198, 348, 376
collective: spirit, 168, 220, 222–23; experience of, 5, 211, 217, 386; power of, 202, 236; social mindedness, 229; prayers, 315; cause, 347
Confucian virtues, 177, 181, 190; righteousness (义 yi), 154, 178, 180; ren (仁 ren), 165, 172, 175, 177, 183; self-cultivation (修养 xiuyang), 167–68, 190; knowledge (智 zhi), 177
Confucians, 174–75, 181, 359n
Congress on Mount Lu (庐山大会), 1959, 209
continuing revolution (继续革命 jixu geming), 30, 111, 188, 250, 322; in Chinese opera, 51
counterrevolutionary, as derogatory term in Communist Party polemics, 48, 66, 68, 91–92, 91n, 99, 117, 124, 134, 152, 195, 309. See also revisionist
Cult of Lin Biao and Confucius (批林批孔 Pi Lin pi Kong), political campaign, 15, 101, 135–36, 139, 156, 158–59, 163, 179, 293. See also Anti-Confucius Campaign
cubist technique, loosely brushed ink painting, 285
Cubism, 300
cult, see Mao Cult; Maoist leader cult
film, 341; periodization, 381–82, 384n. See also Cultural Revolution Culture; Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution; Iconoclasm; lost generation; lost past; MaoArt; propaganda; propaganda art; propaganda culture; stagnation, cultural; Ten-Year Cultural Revolution; Xenophobia

Cultural Revolution Group, 48, 392.

Cultural Revolution Culture, 4–5, 6n, 16, 349, 392.

Daoism, 199. See also daoist Canon, 199

Daoist Canon, 199. See also canon daomadan (刀马旦), female military generals, role type in traditional Chinese opera, 58. See also dan

Dazhai Production Team, 217

dazhonghua (大众化, popularization), 334. See also music, with national style

dazibao (大字报, big-character poster), 9, 99, 99n, 158, 191, 247n

deaclamatory practice (念 nian), in revolutionary opera, 59

deities, 313–324 passim. See also Gods, spirits, and deities; religious worship of Mao
demon, in Sun Wukong Thrice Defeats the White-Boned Demon, 340, 345, 349–51, 359n, 365–67; man-eating, 337. See also white-boned demon
deaf, 7
diabolus in musica, an augmented fourth, 69, 71, 74, 110
dialectical materialism, 117, 213
didacticism, political: of music, 38, 117; of traditional opera, 56, 62; of model works, 59, 83, 86–87; of the Three Character Classics, 144, 146, 148; of model stories, 211, 215; of art, 262; of comics, 316, 363–64, 368–69
difangxi (地方戏, local operas), 20–21, 49, 51–55, 183n, 382. See also individual local operas by name
dissident art, 302
divine images (平等 baoxiang): Mao buttons as, 258; Mao images as, 314
dizhu jieji (地主阶级, land-owning class), 177, 181–83
dizi (笛子, bamboo flute), musical instrument, 51, 74–75. See also instruments, Chinese
drama troupes, 68. See also artistic troupes

dramatic ballads (弹词 tanci), 372, 384
dramatic pose (亮相 liangxiang), in Chinese opera, 60

dragon, 321

drunken demon, 337.

Boned Demon Th

S sun Wukong Thrice Defeats the White-Boned Demon, 340, 345, 349–51, 359n, 365–67; man-eating, 337. See also white-boned demon

devil, 7

earthquake in Wenchuan (2008), Sichuan province, 241, 243, 248, 321

educated youth sent down to the countryside, see sent-down youth
educational campaigns, 86
egalitarian society, 25–27, 253
enlighten (启蒙 qimeng) the people, 364
entertaining songs (宋词 Song ci), 51
equal field size (均田 juntian) system, by Li Chuang, 171

equality between men and women, 158, 166, 179
erhu (二胡), two-stringed Chinese fiddle, 41, 66, 68, 84, 90, 94. See also instruments, Chinese

erhuang (二黄), a type of aria in Beijing Opera, 52, 62–63, 70; erhuang daoban (二黄导板), erhuang type that begins with one line sung in the off, 63, 109. See also xipi aria

erliu (二流), type of meter, 56, 63. See also meter eroticism, see sexuality/eroticism

evolutionary theory, 171, 254

experimental art (实验性绘画 shiyanyinghua), 285n

exploiting classes, 67, 152, 173, 181, 185

Expressionism, art style, 278–79, 300

F

fan erhuang (反二黄), a type of aria in Beijing Opera, 63

Fascism, 269n
female acrobat (武旦 wudan), role type in
traditional Chinese opera, 58. See also dan
female role types (旦 dan), traditional opera, 58.
See also daomadan; guimendan; huadan; qingyi;
wudan
female military generals (刀马旦 daomadan), role
type in traditional Chinese opera, 58. See also dan

fengjian (封建), see feudal
 feudal (封建 fengjian), also feudalism, as derogatory
term in Communist Party polemics, 197, 207, 222;
society/class, 15, 152–53, 165, 168, 175, 181–82;
classicist and romanticist music, 34–35, 45; in model
works, 58; literature, 132, 134–35; tradition/heritage,
136, 185–86, 199; education/values, 155, 177, 179;
art, 290, 294; in comics, 347, 353, 360; Cultural
Revolution, 383; as propaganda language, 384. See also "feudal,
capitalist, and revisionist" (in part I)

film noir, genre, 285
films, Chinese, 379; 1930s and 1940s in Shanghai,
346. See also foreign films
flâne: national, 224; red, 243, 247, 271, 368
flirtatious women (花旦 huadan), role type in
traditional Chinese opera, 58. See also dan
folk: music, 9, 34, 39, 41, 76, 163, 372; traditions,
9, 38, 75; songs (民歌 min'ge), 19–21, 25, 34,
40, 44–45, 75–76, 78n, 98, 111; rock, 96; dance, 209n;
98, 111; rock, 96; dance, 209n; 249, proverbs; art, 311;
culture, 321; religion, 321; stories, 347
forbidden books (禁书 jinshu), Red Guard lists,
130–31, 134, 199
foreign films, 379; Western, 360; Russian, 377;
Romanian, 381; Vietnamese, 381; Korean, 381
foreign literature, also books, novels, stories, 130,
132, 134–35, 139, 379; French, 19; Russian, 19,
130, 135, 379; German, 379; Japanese, 379
foreign music, also Western music, 36–37, 39,
44–45, 48, 64, 66, 74, 96, 379; Russian songs, 34;
foreign songs, 97; Albanian songs, 381. See also
classicist/romanticist music
foreign musicians, 381
foreign painting traditions: European, 277–80;
Russian, 288
foreign sportsmen, 381
foreign-style cartoons (卡通 katong), 369–70. See also cartoons; comics
foreign-style music, Chinese, 29, 38, 40–41, 67, 77,
93–96
formalist, as derogatory term in Communist Party
polemics, 35, 65

Four Greats (四大家 jia da mingdan), comic
artists, 335
Four Hegemons (四霸 siba), 369
Four Olds (四旧 si jiu), movement against old
customs, culture, habits, and ideas, 359
Four Prominences (四人帮 situchu), musical
principle, 84. See also Three Prominences

G

gai gai (改革 gai, Reform and Opening),
also given as reform policy, 234, 382
Gang of Four (四人帮 Sirenbang), post-Cultural
Revolution polemical expression, 3, 35–37, 47,
53, 220, 287n, 339n, 365, 368–69, 380, 383. See also Jiang Qing; Zhang Chunqiao; Yao Wenyuan
gao da quan (高大全), 130–31, 134, 199
Gesamtkunstwerk, model works as, 91
Giaja ( przygoda), see also Jia, daoism
God, 314, 317, 374; deities, 317–24
God, 314, 317, 374; deities, 317–24
Gods, spirits, and deities (excluding references to
Mao): Deng Xiaoping and Jiang Zemin as gods,
28, 237; New Year’s god, 28; gods and spirits, 57;
god-like qualities, 100, 317; god who created
Heaven and Earth (Christian), 147; god of the
Taipings, 147–48; god in the story “Th
Earth and Water (Christian), 147; god of the
Taipings, 147–48; god in the story “Th
Great Reunion (大团圆 da tuanyuan), also Happy End, in traditional Chinese theater, 64

grey literature, 311n

Group of Five in Charge of the Cultural Revolution, 79–80

guan nian yishu (观念艺术, conceptual art), 285n

guerrilla practices and techniques, 82; singing of songs as 98

guimendan (闺门旦, maidenly women), role type in traditional opera, 58. See also dan

guixi (鬼戏, ghost operas), 54, 78

guocui (国粹, National Essence movement), 151


gu (古琴), Chinese zither, 34–35, 37, 40, 94, 103, 135, 181. See also instruments, Chinese

Gutian (古田 Conference (1929), 98; Mao painting at, 272, 274–75, 277, 279, 289n

gu zheng (古筝), Chinese zither, 75. See also instruments, Chinese

gu zhuang lianhuanhua (古装连环画, old-style comics), 359

H

hand-copied literature (手抄本 shouchaoben), 378

haozi (号子), work song (here: in the Yellow River Cantata), 75, 240

Harmonica, Western instrument, 19–20. See also instruments, Western

Happy End (大团圆 da tuanyuan), also Great Reunion, in traditional Chinese theater, 64

hui hu (会画), painter of black paintings, 274

he ji yuan (黑既院, black cultivation), 168

hezi (黑仔), fliriant women, role type in traditional opera, 58. See also dan

heroes and heroines: portraits of, 14; in model works, 24, 58, 61–64, 68, 70–71, 83–86, 109, 113, 122–23, 179, 191n, 225–26, 345n; peasants, workers, and/or soldiers as, 153, 170, 190, 219; historical, 154, 178, 258; the Foolish Old Man, 171, 200, 227, 234, 236, 244; in literature, 196, 258; Communist, 203; from the Three Articles, 204–5; in advertisements, 243; local and/or national, 258, 261; of the Cultural Revolution, 260; as models for emulation, 261; in art works, 286; in comics, 341–45, 348, 353–54, 358–59, 367–68; for transmitting propaganda, 375. See also Mao Zedong; model hero; revolutionary heroes; Three Prominences

heroic deeds and spirit, 153, 211, 223, 318; before, during, and after the Cultural Revolution, 392

hero myths, 344

hero worship, 178, 250

highest instructions (最高指示 zuigao zhishi) by Mao, 208–9, 321. See also Mao Zedong

historical materialism, 117, 182

history painting (历史画 lishi hua), 275, 292, 294; traditional European, 277

Hollywood, 364, 379

Holy Scriptures: Mao’s works as, 313

homeland (乡土 xiangtu) movement, 44. See also root-seeking movement

hong bao shu (红宝书, Precious Red Book), 194, 205, 252, 325. See also Little Red Book; Mao quotes; Quotations from Chairman Mao Tse-Tung (Mao Zedong)

hong bao shu tai (红宝书台, Precious Red Book Altars), 252, 314


Hong Kong, 246; British colony, 42–43, 93; Arts Centre, 43; Chinese Orchestra, 43; Music Office, 43; Riots (1967), 190n

hong se jing dian (红色经典, “Red Classics”), nostalgic comic collections, 334; Mao’s works as, 136

hong se ji (红色记忆, “Red Memory”), nostalgic comic collections, 334

hong se xu an chu hua (红色宣传, Red Propaganda), 270

Hotel Art (旅馆艺术 lüguan yishu), 20, 293

hu dan (花旦, flirtiant women), role type in traditional opera, 58. See also dan

huang di (皇帝, emperor), 318

huang zhong (黄钟), Y ellow Bell), 97

hu li long (回龙), type of meter, 63. See also meter humanity (仁 ren), see Confucian virtues

human relations, see Confucian virtues; *Three Character Classic*

*huqin* (胡琴), a type of two-stringed fiddle, 51, 88. See also instruments, Chinese

Huxian peasant style, art, 291. See also peasant painting

I

icon, 315–16; Mao and his image as, 267, 287, 298, 310, 314–16, 319, 321n, 323, 326–30 *passim*; *Byzantine*, 315; religious, 264, 320; international, 320, 321n; political, 327; revolutionary, 330; pop, 330. See also Gods, spirits, and deities; religious worship of Mao

iconoclasm: propaganda movement, 16; Cultural Revolution, 30, 37, 75, 135, 164, 185, 187, 260, 313; May Fourth Movement and legacy, 31, 41, 87, 135, 156, 185; *Communism*, 43; *Mao Art*, 268n, 313; as anti-traditionalism, 361, 386

iconographic culture, 380

iconography, 148, 279, 291, 296, 342n; in music, 70, 72, 110; to depict Mao, 277, 301, 313, 315, 325, 337, 339; Cultural Revolution, 342. See also Gods, spirits, and deities; religious worship of Mao

idealism, also *idealist school of thought*, 162, 165, 172, 177–78, 180, 182

idol: Mao as, 319–20, 327, 329; for European Maoist movement, 320

Imperialism, also *imperialists*, as derogatory term in Communist Party polemics, 13, 22, 83–84, 152, 190n, 197, 231, 234, 337

individualism, 130, 235

industrial model, 217n. See also *Daqing oilfields*

ink and color painting (*彩墨画* *caimohua*), 279, 290, 292, 294

ink painting, Chinese technique, 263, 273, 290; figures, 294

instructions by Mao, see Mao Zedong

instruments, Chinese, 37, 41, 44, 70, 75, 84, 88. See also *dizi*; *bangzi*; *dagu*; *erhu*; *guqin*; *guzheng*; *jinghu*; *pipa*; *rewafu*; *suona*; *yueqin*

instruments, Western, foreign, 35, 41, 70, 75–76, 84, 88, 90, 93. See also brass instruments; *glockenspiel*; harmonica; keyboard instruments; string instruments; woodwind instruments

internal distribution (*内部 neiibu*): films and literature for, 379

J

jazz, 36, 50, 106, 123–24

*jiefangqu* (*解放区*, “Liberated Areas”): in *Three Character Classic* parody editions, 153; school education in, 202

jing (*净*, painted-face role), role type in traditional opera, 58

jinghu (*京胡*), high-pitched, two-stringed fiddle, 68, 84, 88, 90

jinshu (*禁书*, forbidden books), Red Guard lists, 130–31, 134, 199

jiutishi (*旧体诗*, old-style poems), 132

journey of youths to revolutionary sites and to the countryside (*大串联* *da chuanlian*), 2, 381

"Journey South" (*南巡* *nanxun*), by Deng Xiaoping in 1992, 285

*juntian* (*均田*, equal field size) system, by Li Chuang, 171

K

*katong* (*卡通*, foreign-style cartoons), 369–70. See also cartoons; comics

keyboard instruments, Western, 19, 21, 29, 34, 40, 47, 65–66, 73–76, 91n, 95–96, 107. See also instruments, Western

"key detachment" (*主力军* *zhulijun*), see workers, peasants, and soldiers

*Korean War* (1950–53), 36, 81, 224, 262, 332, 341, 347

*kuai liushui* (*快流水*), type of meter, 63. See also meter

*kuai sanyan* (*快三眼*), type of meter, 63. See also meter

*Kuomintang* (*国民党*, KMT), see *Guomindang*

L

labor movement, 291

labor union and worker’s consumer cooperative, 275–76

landlord (*地主* *dizhu*): in model works, 13, 57–58, 71, 86, 113; in *Three Character Classics*, 152–53, 160, 176, 182; class in Chinese history of thought, 175; propaganda language, 375; peasant protest against, 281; in comics, 340–41, 345; propaganda language, 374

land-owning class (*地主阶级* *dizhu jieji*), 177, 181–83

Land Reform Movement (*土地改革运动* *tudi gaige yundong*, 1950–53), 144, 152, 179

landscape, Chinese style, 291, 320

landscape painting, 287; *shanshuihua* (*山水画*), Chinese, 278–79, 288, 292–93; new, 290

laosheng (*老生*, old man), role type in traditional opera, 54, 58n, 59. See also *sheng*

*laotuhua* (*老图画*, old comics), 347–48, 353, 355, 359–62, 364–65. See also comics
Liberated Areas (解放区);
love, lost past/wasted years, Cultural Revolution as, 130;
lost generation, generation growing up during the looting and ransacking of family homes (抄家);
Long March (长征);
local popular music traditions (民间音乐);
local operas (地方戏 difangxi), 20–21, 49, 51–55, 183n, 382. See also Beijing Opera; and individual local operas by name
local popular music traditions (民间音乐 minjian yinyue), 382
lofty, grand, and complete (高大全 gao da quan), qualities of depicting Mao in art work, 274
Long March (长征 Changzheng), 114n, 153
looting and ransacking of family homes (抄家 chaojia), 18, 130–32, 135, 357, 382, 385
lost generation, generation growing up during the Cultural Revolution, 92, 108n, 288
lost past/wasted years, Cultural Revolution as, 130, 259, 272, 385
love, see sexuality/eroticism
loyalty (忠 zhong): Chambers/Halls (忠字屋/堂 zhongziwu-tang), 6; dances (忠字舞 zhongziwu), 6, 9, 14, 208–9, 247, 251, 253, 314, 377; as a moral quality, 250, 254, 271; cabinets (忠字柜 zhongzigui), 252; windows (忠字窗 zhongzichuang), 252; characters, 325. See also Confucian; Mao Zedong: moral qualities
liqun yishu (旅馆艺术, Hotel Art), 20, 293
lunzhi (轮指, playing tremolo), see pipa
manban (漫版), type of meter, 63. See also meter mandarin ducks, 301
manga (漫画 manhua), Japanese, 369–70; Songoku-manga, 370. See also manhua
manhua (漫画, manga): Japanese, 369–70; -style comic, 368. See also manga
“manner of speech” (提法 tifa), 35, 47, 198, 231, 384
MaoArt, 10, 29–30, 267–70, 268n, 269n, 278, 280, 283, 288, 290–91, 300, 322; reception and audience of, 280, 304–5, 307, 310, 323; official, 293; popular and spontaneous, 294; professional, 294, posters of, 295; during the Cultural Revolution, 296, 299, 303–4, 311; repetitions of Mao as motif in art works, 300–303, 312, 312n, 321; ubiquity of, 302, 304–14 passim; as medium of persuasion, 303; visual presence and reality, 311, 324; in diaries and memoirs, 311; as religious art, 316–17; as political religion, 316; outside China, 328; in comics, 332–33, 365. See also life on a higher plane; Mao image; Mao portrait; monotonous/repetitive quality
Mao badges, also Mao buttons, 6, 209, 226, 228, 252, 258, 268, 294, 304, 309. See also Mao image; Mao portrait
Mao buttons, see Mao badges
Mao Cap, 170, 284, 288
Mao Cult, 25, 27, 197, 230, 246, 252, 308, 320, 326, 381; original and posthumous, 324–26, 328–30; international dimension of, 324; commodification of, 325; sacralization, 325. See also Mao Fever; Mao Zedong Thought; religious worship of Mao
Mao Fever (毛热 Mao re), as New Mao Cult, 26, 297, 325
Mao image (毛像 Mao xiang), 26, 209, 230, 258, 329, 386; as talisman, 28, 263; in advertisements, 232; charisma and power of, 238, 324, 327–28, 330; dominance, distribution and proliferation of, 267, 297, 299, 308, 323; critique of, 268; sea of, 268; role of Mao in, 269; standardized, 269, 326; painting and copying, 270, 273, 295; and the masses, 272; aesthetics of, 283; reinterpretation of, 285, 287, 303; with national-style elements, 290; repetition of, 295–96, 303, 323; out of focus, 297–300, 313; on money, 307, 310, 322–23; and rebellions, 311. See also MaoArt; Mao portrait; monotonous/repetitive quality; religious worship of Mao
Maoism, also Maoist ideology, theory, thinking, 5, 35, 77n, 111, 115, 119, 165, 184, 218–19, 226, 270, 285, 310; as political religion, 316–17
Maoist aesthetics, 240, 247
Maoist canon, see canon
Maoist heritage, 236, 240, 242, 285, 287
Maoist ideology, see Maoism
Maoist language, 198, 245
Maoist leader cult, 324, 380. See also Mao Cult; religious worship of Mao
Maoist legacy, 287
Maoist line, 296, 337–48, 351
Maoist logic, 282
Maoist lore, 276
Maoist propaganda, see propaganda
Maoist rhetoric, 120, 286
Maoist student groups, worldwide, 380. See also student movement
Mao jacket, 123
Mao memorial halls, 323–24
Maoist rhetoric, 120, 286
Maoist propaganda, see propaganda
Maoist lore, 276
Maoist student groups, worldwide, 380. See also student movement
Mao jacket, 123
Mao memorial halls, 323–24
Mao's words, 310, 326. See also Mao image; Mao portrait; Mao's words
Mao quotation dances; quotation songs; religious worship of Mao
Mao quotations, see Mao quotes
Mao, Little Red Book; MaoSpeak; Mao's words; Quotations from Chairman Mao Tse-Tung (Mao Zedong); religious worship of Mao
Mao re (毛热, Mao Fever), as New Mao Cult, 26, 297, 325
Mao sculptures, see Mao statues
Mao songs: repetition and cross-references, 375; songs in praise of Mao, 8, 10, 23, 26, 29, 37, 75, 99–103, 106, 108, 116, 118, 125, 267, 315, 332. See also loyalty dances; MaoMusic; Mao poetry; quotation dances; quotation songs; religious worship of Mao; revolutionary songs
"Mao's pad" mousepad, Mao memorabilia, 325n, 326
MaoSpeak, 10, 29–30, 210, 221, 227–28, 231, 236, 253–54, 263, 267, 299, 391; authority and power of, 198, 224, 229–30, 251–52, 255, 310, 391; after the Cultural Revolution, 236, 242, 245–48; in caricatures, 238; in comics, 332–33, 365. See also Mao's words; Mao's works; Mao's writings; religious worship of Mao
Mao's poetry, 132, 159, 189; songs based on (诗词 shici ge), 208
"Mao's Soldiers," the Red Guards, 349. See also Red Guards
Mao statues, also Mao sculptures, 11, 25, 209, 252, 258, 265, 295, 308, 323, 329; parody, 319. See also religious worship of Mao
Mao's thoughts, see Mao Zedong Thought
Mao Style, 252, 254
Mao suit, 244, 279, 311, 313, 323
Mao's words, 26; ubiquity, 190–92, 205–6; omnipotence of, 193, 224–25, 227–28; as weapon, 193, 210; source of truth, 195, 230; authoritative speak, 197, 230, 238, 248, 251; reading/studying/citing, 199, 208–9; source of strength, 202, 224, 261; faith in, 211–12, 215, 229, 235–36, 246, 255; guidelines for behavior, 213; power of, 219, 223, 230–31, 238, 251, 261, 310, 338; emptiness/refilling of, 232, 298; optimism/utopia of, 244; popularity of, 247, 250; interpretation of, 267; in comics, 332. See also MaoSpeak; miracles and miraculous power; religious worship of Mao
Mao's works, 12, 230; reading/studying, 133, 135, 192, 202–3, 205–6, 208, 213–14, 216, 217n, 222, 225; as Red Classic, 136; depiction on images, 189–90; and the sun, 190, 208, 237; publication and production of, 194–95, 231, 236, 245, 252; authorship of, 238. See also MaoSpeak; Mao's poetry; miracles and miraculous power; religious worship of Mao; Selected Works of Mao Zedong; Three Constantly Read Articles
Mao's writings, 8, 14, 134, 137, 159, 167, 170, 189, 191, 193–94, 199, 205, 213–17, 219, 236, 252–53, 332. See also MaoSpeak; Mao's poetry; Mao's works; religious worship of Mao; Selected Works of Mao Zedong
Mao talisman, 320, 326. See also Mao image
Mao Zedong Study Classes, see Mao Zedong Thought
Mao Zedong Thought (毛泽东思想 Mao Zedong sixiang), also Mao’s thoughts, 14, 22, 25, 29, 36, 137, 168, 189–90, 192, 228, 251, 254, 307; and model works, 64, 110, 225; and music, 102, 120; and Lin Biao, 118, 195, 203, 208, 210, 320; on art and literature, 126; scientific/progressive nature of, 170, 211; Study Campaign, Study Classes (毛泽东思想学习班 Mao Zedong sixiang xuexiban), and Great School for (毛泽东思想大学校 Mao Zedong sixiang da xuexiao), 192n; as canon, 193–94, 197, 374; and the story of the “Foolish Old Man,” 201–3, 207, 211, 235; belief in, 209–10; as guidance, 212–14, 216, 221–27
mass campaigns, 161, 381
mass culture, 24, 51, 207, 284, 363, 377
masses (群众 qunzhong): as (new) audience, 31, 42, 50, 96, 159, 334; art to appeal, 35; mobilize/educate, 97–98, 108, 161–63, 184, 197, 363–65; as movers of history (rather than the genius), 158, 174–75, 178, 202, 282; revolutionary (亿万革命人 yiwan gemingren), 366; the people vs. the Party, 377. See also “from the masses for the masses;” genius cult; Mao image; Mao Zedong; workers, peasants, and soldiers
“Massive Cudgel,” allusion to Sun Wukong’s magic rod, group of “rebels”, 339n
mass line, 161, 187
mass literature, 363; and art, 364
mass politics, 377
materialism, also materialist school of thought, 172, 181
May Fourth Movement (五四运动 Wu si yundong), 31n, 41, 187, 200; and Cultural Revolution, 30–31, 31n, 87–88, 135, 164n, 186; and anti-Confucianism, 31, 135, 156, 165, 173, 175, 185, 334; and science, 31, 135, 185; rules in literature and art, 347; and comics, 347, 362–64; and music, 385. See also iconoclasm
meter (板眼 banyan), 56, 62–63, 89–90; traditional system of part of a (板腔体 banqiangti), 63; in Chinese primers, 141. See also erlulu; huilong; kuai liushui; kuai sanyan; manban; sanban; yuanban mimicry: in MaoArt, 316, 328
ming (民歌, folk songs), see folk
Ming novels, 131–32
Ming Tombs Reservoir (十三陵水库 Shisanling shuiku), 292
mingjian yinyue (民族音乐, local popular music traditions), 382
minzu fengge (民族风格, national style), art and music, see music, in national style mingzuxing (民族性, national characteristics), art and music, see music, in national style; and art, modern
miracles and miraculous power: of MaoSpeak/Mao’s words, 224–27, 253; in model works, 225; Mao and his thoughts, 225–26, Mao image, 310. See also Mao’s words; Mao’s works
mise-en-abyme, 215, 219, 261, 296, 316
model ballets; model heroes; model operas; model soldiers; model works
model art, 379
model ballets, 12–13, 23, 57, 60–61, 71, 80, 191, 337, 340, 345. See also model works; and individual titles of model ballets
model books, 272, 296
model cadre, 338. See also Jiao Yulu
model comics, 261
model heroes, 12, 214, 219–20, 230, 261
model images/paintings (样板画 yangbanhua), 270
model music, 29, 78, 296
model operas, 9n, 21, 46–48, 53–54, 56–57, 61, 66, 68, 77, 80–83 passim, 88, 191n, 210, 247. See also model works
model painting, 240, 276, 278, 285. See also Chairman Mao Goes to Anyuan
model plays, see model works
model poster, 261
model soldiers, 202, 214–15, 247, 332. See also Lei Feng; Liu Yingjun; Luo Shengjiao; Wang Jie
model stories, 215–16, 250, 261; Mao songs and quotes in, 375
model symphonies, 81
model villages, 101, 201n, 217–18, 221
model works (样板戏 yangbanxi), also model plays, 2, 9, 18, 23n, 38n, 44, 48, 87, 89, 97, 99n, 117, 122–23, 136–37, 153, 179, 204, 207, 243, 247, 285, 335, 391–92; individual memories of, 2, 4, 13–14, 23, 34, 39, 46–47, 50, 54, 258, 260–61, 376, 385–86; eight (八个 bage), 6, 6n, 18, 18n, 36, 46–47, 54, 80, 130, 270; reconception of, 8, 12, 22; precursors to, 17, 36, 55, 73, 80–85

music, with national style (民族性 minzuxing or 民族风格 minzu fengge), 39, 45, 76–77, 93, 96, 98; that is revolutionary (革命化 geminghua), 98; that serves the masses (大众化 dazhonghua), 98; Chinese, 379; religious, 386

music troupes, 77, 98; counterrevolutionary, 66. See also artistic troupes

musical guidelines/principles (for the model works), see Four Prominences

musical modernism, 45

musical suites: Ting Daqu (唐大曲), 51; Zhagongdiao (诸宫调), 51

music and singing (唱 chang) in revolutionary opera, 61–64; percussion, 61–62; different aria forms (erhuang, xipi), 62–64. See also meter music troupes, 98. See also opera troupes; and individual names

N

nanxun (南巡, “Journey South”), by Deng Xiaoping in 1992, 285

National Congress of the CCP, 157, 196–97, 209, 236

National Essence (国粹 guocui) movement, 151

national exhibitions, 270, 272, 289, 381


“national music,” Chinese, 65, 76–77, 93. See also music, in national style

national-style painting (国画 guohua), also given as traditional painting, 290–91, 293–94, 382; reinventions of, 292. See also art, modern; traditional painting

Nazi Germany, 7, 376, 384–85

negative characters: in model works: 13, 57–60, 69, 71–72, 84–86, 120n, 153; in traditional opera, 56–57; in comics, 341–42, 345, 367. See also villains

neibu (内部分布, internal distribution): films and literature for, 379

Neo-Confucianism, 136, 141, 143n, 147, 149, 157, 169, 183, 250

New Chinese Music (新音乐 xinyue), foreign-style, 38, 39–42, 40n, 44–45, 73, 77, 92–96; from Taiwan, 45

New Culture Movement (新文化运动 Xinwenhua yundong), 31n

newest/latest instructions (最新指示 zuixin zishi) by Mao, 191, 208. See also Mao Zedong

new learning/knowledge (新学 xinxue), 151, 166, 177

New Music, in the West, 94–95, 127

new society (新社会 xin shehui), 170

New Year Prints (年画 nianhua), 237, 277–78, 281, 288, 293–94, 297, 321; “new,” 278, 314; woodcut, 279
nian (念, declamatory practice), in Chinese opera, 59
nianhua (年画, New Year Prints), see New Year Prints
nostalgia, for the Cultural Revolution, 108–9, 122, 198, 244–45, 264, 326, 386, 393; and its comics, 370; Cultural Revolution-style restaurants, 8, 23, 254, 324; Cultural Revolution-style weddings, 8, 254, 321
nudity: in art, literature and music, 345
nulizhu (奴隶主, slave-holder), see slave-holder
O
oil paintings, 12, 17, 23, 100, 200, 240, 263, 278; sinicization of, 288; with Mao, 272, 277, 281, 289–90, 300; as propaganda poster, 273; in comics, 368
old comics (老图画 lao tuhua), 347–48, 353, 355, 359–62, 364–65. See also comics
old man (老生 laosheng), role type in traditional opera, 54, 58n, 59. See also sheng
old-style operatic costume (古装连环画 guzhuang lianhuanhua), 359, 364. See also comics
old-style poems (旧体诗 jiutishi), 132
Olympic Games, 241
“on a higher plane,” Maoist directive for art, factionality, total realism, life as it ought to be, see life on a higher plane
opera (戏 xi), staged performance, theatricals such as operas, ballets, symphonic pieces, 46, 93; reform, 49–50, 78–80, 87, 96, 140, 374, 383; traditional operatic canon, 57, 63; Mao portrait in, 375; painting and symphonic elements in, 375. See also Beijing Opera; local opera; model works; revolutionary opera; Shanghai Opera; traditional opera; and individual model works by title operatic costume: shuixiu (水袖, water sleeves), 51 opera troupes, 54–55; regional, 51; military, 81. See also artistic troupes
orchestra, 2, 48, 74, 109–10; Western/foreign, 20, 37, 92, 379, 381; symphony, 2, 73n, 75, 90; traditional operatic, 68; Chinese, 70, 76n, 111; romantic, 76; Western/foreign instruments, 78, 88; foreign-style, 90
overdetermination, see univalence
P
painted-face role (净 jing), role type in traditional opera, 58
painting grid, 298. See also Wang Guangyi
pantheon, see Gods, spirits, and deities
paper tigers (纸虎 zhihu), 120, 190n
Paris Commune, 112
Party Line: official line, 4, 5, 11, 279, 383; Party politics, 7, 236
Party Resolution (1981), see “Resolution on Certain Questions”
Party School publications, 210
passus dariusculus, chromatic runs within the ambitus of a fourth, 71–72
pathopoeia, musical technique, 71
patriotism (爱国 aiguo), 179
peasant paintings, 277–79, 287, 294. See also Huxian peasant style
pentatonic romanticism, 37, 41–45, 67, 75–77, 93–94, 96, 291
people, see masses
People's Communes (人民公社 Renmin gongshe): one of the Three Red Banners, 170
People's Composer, see Xian Xinghai
People's Congress, 305
People's Liberation Army (中国人民解放军 Zhongguo renmin jiefangjun, PLA), 36, 60, 68, 223, 235–36, 261, 274n; and the Little Red Book, 195
People's Republic of China (PRC): and Cultural Revolution propaganda, 8; foundation of, 28, 99, 124, 200, 241, 289, 296–98, 305n, 306n, 326; and music, 42, 93, 103–4, 112, 116, 127; and school education, 137; and political campaigns, 157, 162, 184; foundational myth, 202, 230, 234, 255; and quotation practice, 249; and art production, 265; and art, 305; comics in, 364
People's War (人民战争 Renmin zhanzheng), Maoist concept, 73
percussion accompaniment, see music and singing in revolutionary opera
percussion music (打鼓 dagu), 382. See also instruments, Chinese
performing troupe (艺术团 yishutuan), 48, 66, 89, 381. See also artistic troupes
persuasion, mechanisms of: in art, 303–4; identification, 303; romanticization, 303
piety (孝 xiao), see Confucian virtues
pig (猪八戒 Zhu Bajie), also Piggy, 335, 340n, 347, 360, 384. See also Zhu Bajie
Pi Lin pi Kong (批林批孔 “Criticize Lin Biao and Confucius”), political campaign, 15, 101, 135–36, 139, 156, 158–59, 179, 293. See also Anti-Confucius Campaign
Ping-Pong diplomacy, 20, 37, 92, 293, 381
pipa (琵琶, “Chinese” lute), musical instrument, 40, 51, 66, 68, 75, 84, 90, 372, 381; playing lunzhi (轮指, tremolo), 75. See also instruments, Chinese
Political Pop, 302, 311, 328
political religion/political liturgy, 253–54, 316–17, 326, 386. See also religious worship of Mao polytheism, 313
pop, also pop(ular) music, 8, 36, 50, 96, 104, 106–8, 111, 114n, 116, 126–27, 248
PopArt, 283, 311

pop(ular) songs (流行歌 liuxingge), 2, 24, 378–79

popularization (大众化 dazhonghua), 334. See also music, with national style

popular religions, 316. See also folk

pornography; in folk traditions, 9; in comics, 364, 368. See also sexuality/eroticism

positive characters: in traditional opera, 56; in model works, 57, 59–60, 71–72, 84–85; in comics, 342. See also heroes and heroines

Precious Red Book (红宝书 hongbaoshu), 194, 205, 252, 325. See also Little Red Book; Mao quotes; Quotations from Chairman Mao Tse-Tung (Mao Zedong)

Precious Red Book Altars (红宝书台 hongbaoshutai), 252, 314

progressive, laudatory term in Communist Party speech, 170, 172, 174–75, 181, 197

propaganda: commonsense, 7, 12, 373; in Nazi-Germany, 7–8, 12, 16–18, 22–24, 27, 31–32, 61–62, 170, 198, 207–9, 251, 292, 302, 376, 374, 377–80, 387; effects of, 8, 12, 22, 319, 375–76; anti-, 12; in USA, 12; message of, 13, 15, 21, 23, 99, 375–76, 378; mass movements, 161; anti-Confucian, 184; totalitarian/question of total, 164, 198, 209, 278, 296, 378, 380; and commercial art, 283; mechanism and tools of, 319, 374–75, 380; as everyday experience, 132, 302, 309, 319, 329; anti-SARS, 321; anti-Nazi, 344; revolutionary, 363, 378; as art, 374; and action and personal involvement, 376; and persuasion, 376; Communist, 377; official/Party, 326, 377; experience, 380; Maoist, 380, 385–86. See also propaganda art; propaganda culture; propaganda films; propaganda images; propaganda music; propaganda photographs; propaganda posters; propaganda team; propaganda troupe

propaganda art, 8–12, 14, 22, 24, 27–28, 37, 260, 263–65; during Cultural Revolution, 7, 9–13, 17, 20–24, 26–30, 37, 53, 103, 289, 386; Maoist, 8, 378; production of, 16–17, 294, 377n; official, 21, 379; training in, 289; painting 290; agency in, 375, 377, 385, 387; manipulation of, 377; experience of, 383; popularity of, 386

propaganda culture, 284; during Cultural Revolution, 4, 20, 383, 387

propaganda films, 8, 11–12

propaganda images, 12, 260, 262–65, 304

propaganda music, 38

propaganda photographs, 278

propaganda posters, 17, 29, 136, 189–91, 194, 221, 237, 250, 262, 265; revolutionary, 263; art works as, 100, 259–60, 270, 273, 279, 289; and Mao, 271, 274, 277, 280, 289, 293, 296, 318; and traditional and popular art styles, 291–92; visual presence of, 309; construction of reality, 310, 321

propaganda troupe (文工团 wengongtuan), 2, 9, 21, 39, 48, 389

propagandist, omnipotence of, 376–78

propagemes (Rainer Gries), 10–11, 18, 208, 254–55, 375, 380, 384; revolutionary, 10, 111; Mao as, 26, 319; MaoSpeak as, 252; from official propaganda, 378

proto-Marxist reforms, 171

psychological realism, 58, 63, 85

puppet theater, 353, 370; film, 341; paper, 369

qianjunbang (千钧棒), of Sun Wukong, 335, 339n

qimeng (启蒙), enlightening the people, 363–65, 367

qingyi (青衣), virtuous woman), role type in traditional opera, 58. See also dan

quotation(s) (语录 yulu), 105, 109–11, 113, 120, 122–23, 155, 167, 180, 183, 189, 191, 194, 197, 199, 204–5, 207, 209–11, 228, 247, 249, 254–55; dance (语录舞 yulumu), 13; songs (语录歌 yuluge), 14, 20, 106, 196, 208–9, 217, 229, 245, 247, 251, 314; boards (语录牌 yulupai), 191, 194, 201, 307; fever, 209, 228, 232, 234, 238; gymnastics (语录操 yulucao), 209, 254, 377; wars (语录站 yuluzhan), 238. See also citations; Mao quotes; “recorded words;” yulu

ransacking and looting of family homes (抄家 chaojia), 18, 130–32, 135, 357, 382, 385

rap, 22, 106; dance, 370

rational painting (理性绘画 lixing huihua), 298, 312

reactionary, as derogatory term in Communist Party polemics, 157, 172–73, 175, 177–78, 187, 190n

“Read Every Day” (天天读 tiantian du), campaign to read Mao’s works, 192

realism, in reformed opera, 88. See also psychological realism

“recorded words” (语录 yulu): by Chan Buddhist masters, 193. See also quotations

“rectification of names” (正名 zhengming), Confucian concept, 250

red, bright, and shining (红光亮 hong guang liang), qualities of depicting Mao in art work, 272–73, 279, 282–83, 287, 292, 307, 322
foreign-style/traditional music, 76, 90; for cadre-training, 98, 272n; after the Cultural Revolution, 99, 106–7; popular, 304; and love for the Party, 347. See also “Internationale;” Mao Music; Mao songs; “Red Is the East;” “Sailing the Seas;” “Three Main Rules of Discipline” rewafa (热瓦甫), musical instrument, 102. See also instruments, Chinese righteousness (义), see Confucian virtues rightists, as derogatory term in Communist Party polemics, 4, 34, 45, 308–9. See also Anti-Rightist Campaign rites (礼), see Confucian virtues ritualization, revolutionary, 375 ritual practices, 314–15, 320, 375, 387, 392. See also religious worship of Mao rock (Rock & Roll), 2, 8, 22, 36, 50, 96–97, 104, 106–8, 111, 114n, 116, 123, 125, 127, 245, 248, 284 role types in opera, see jing; chou; dan; qingyi; sheng romanticism, art style, 278 root-seeking or Roots Fever (寻根热 xungen re) movement, 43–44. See also homeland movement Russian models, 380. See also Soviet models sacredization, see Gods, spirits, and deities; religious worship of Mao sages: ancient, 110, 149, 173, 234, 249; Confucius, 137, 149, 157, 164, 186; mythical emperors, 151; historical figures as, 157; Confucian, 157, 197, 248; feudal, 168; Buddhist, 249. See also Gods, spirits, and deities sanban (散板), type of meter, 64. See also meter santuchu (三突出, Three Prominences), artistic principle, see Three Prominences SARS crisis (2003), 321 “scholar and beauty” (才子佳人 caizi jiaren) style, love stories, 54, 348 school songs (学堂歌 xuetangge), 41, 97 science, 171; and democracy, 31, 185; and technology, 167, 180; natural science, 211 scientific knowledge, 149, 169 Second World War, see World War II self-cultivation (修养 xiuyang), see Confucian virtues self-reliance, 217–18, 223 sending of youths to the countryside (下乡 shangxian xiantian), 2, 4, 9, 39, 66, 324, 372, 376–77. See also sent-down youths sent-down youths (知青 zhiqing), educated youth sent-down to the countryside, 2, 48, 108, 248, 264, 381; memories and diaries of, 2, 19–21, 133, 209–10; and artistic production in villages, 13, 17, 48, 53, 183; in model stories, 101, 205, 215, 221–22, 227; and songs, 119; in comics, 338; personal experiences of, 345 sent-down youths’ restaurants (知青餐厅 zhiqing canteen), 23. See also nostalgia sent-down youths’ songs (知青歌 zhiqing ge), 378 sentimentalism: in art, literature and music, 345 “sex and crime,” in comic production, 347–48 sexuality/eroticism, 20, 23, 86, 88, 103, 345, 354, 368; romantic/individual love, 18, 48, 68, 345, 354; love/nudity/sentimentalism in art, literature and music, 20, 86, 345–49, 354, 368, 379, 383. See also pornography shange (山歌, mountain songs), 21, 53, 125, 372 shanghens wensue (伤痕文学, wound literature), 115 shangshanziaijian (上山下乡, sending of youths to the countryside) 2, 4, 9, 39, 66, 324, 372, 376–77 Shanxi dialogue singing (山西对口唱 Shanxi daikou chang), 75–76 shen (神, god), see Gods, spirits, and deities; religious worship of Mao sheng (生, male role type in traditional opera, 58n. See also laosheng; xiaosheng; wusheng sheng (笙, mouth organ), musical instrument, 51, 110. See also instruments, Chinese shichi ge (诗词歌, songs based on Mao’s poetry), 208. See also Mao’s poetry shidairjingshen (时代精神, Zeitgeist), 154–55, 168 shiniawenge (十年文革, Ten-Year Cultural Revolution), 380–81, 383, 391. See also Cultural Revolution shiyianxihuahua (实验性绘画, experimental art), 285n shouchaoben (手抄本, hand-copied literature), 378 shuixiu (水袖, water sleeves), operatic costume, 51 shuoying (说唱, storytelling traditions), 382 shuoshu (说书, art of storytelling), 51 sibu (四霸, Four Hegemons), 369 si da mingdan (四大名旦, “Four Greats”), comic artists, 335 sigh motif, 69–70, 72 singing styles and techniques, Chinese and Western, 78; belcanto, 75 Sino-Japanese War (1937–45), 36, 69, 72, 73n, 75, 81, 153, 196, 201, 203 Sirenbang (四人帮, Gang of Four), post-Cultural Revolution polemical expression, see Gang of Four situchu (四突出, Four Prominences), musical principle, 84. See also Three Prominences slave-holder (奴隶主, nulizhu), 165, 172, 177n, 181–83, 359n; society, 175; propaganda language, 375
small people’s books (小人书 xiaorenshu), comics, 331, 360, 365, 368–70. See also comics
socialism, 36, 41, 115–16, 154, 173, 175, 215, 220, 223, 226, 229, 234, 378, 386
Socialist: ideology, 17; capitalism, 25–26, 28, 305, 207; education, 183; education campaign of 1962, 172; realism, 200, 240, 277–78, 291, 294n; Internationale, 263; art (visual Internationale), 264, 362; realist figure painting, 279–80; culture, rather than Cultural Revolution Culture, 374
Socialist Construction (社会主义建设 Shehuizhuyi jianshe), 294, 362; one of the Three Red Banners, 170
Song and Dance Troupes (歌舞团 gewutuan), 66; Qingdao, 243; Shandong, 389. See also artistic troupes
song and dance epic, 103, 112, 125
Song poetry, 132
Southerners, commercial films of the 1930s, 17
Soviet art, 272
Soviet models, 172; music, 45, 98; painting, 263, 288. See also Russian models
Soviet Union, 45, 114
spirits, see Gods, spirits, and deities
spoken drama (话剧 huaju), 90, 134
stagnation, cultural, Cultural Revolution as period of, 10, 18, 35, 40, 46–47, 65, 125, 268, 334
Stanislawsky School, 78n
storytelling, art of (说书 shuoshu), 51
storytelling traditions (说唱 shuochang), 382
string instruments, Western, 9, 19–20, 34–35, 40–41, 48, 65–66, 69–72, 73n, 77, 84, 94–95, 109–10, 119–20, 125, 243. See also instruments, Western student movement: 1960s in Europes, 251, 380. See also Tian’anmen
sun, rising and powerful, as motif, 64, 104–6, 110, 243–44, 286. See also Mao’s works; Mao Zedong; Three Constantly Read Articles
Sun Yat-sen suit, 280
suona (唢呐), musical instrument like an oboe, 107, 114. See also instruments, Chinese superstition (迷信 mixin), 31, 135, 319, 329
symphony orchestra, see orchestra
syncretism: in MaoArt, 317

T
Taiping (太平) Rebellion (1850–64): and Three Character Classic, 144, 147, 171, 179, 187
Taiwan, see Republic of Taiwan
Taiwaneseeness, 44
tanci (弹词, dramatic ballads), 372, 384
Tang Daqu (唐大曲), musical suites, 51. See also musical suites
Tang poetry, 18, 132, 134
temples: Buddhist, 51, 135, 329; Daoist, 51, 135; Confucian, 135
Ten-Year Cultural Revolution (十年文革 shienn wenge), 380–81, 383, 391. See also Cultural Revolution terracotta warriors, 295
theater reform, 362
theater troupes, 89. See also artistic troupes
Three Prominences (三突出 santuchu), artistic principle, 71–72, 84–85, 199, 294n; in model works, 84, 340, 392; in relation to Four Prominences, 85; in comics, 340–44, 347, 349, 353, 361, 366; heroes/heroines according to, 340, 384
Three Red Banners (三面红旗 Sanmian hongqi): Socialist Construction, Great Leap Forward, and People’s Communes, 170
tiantian du (天天读, "Read Every Day"), campaign, 192
tifa (提法, “manner of speech”), 35, 47, 198, 231, 384
tiger and dragon dances, 297
traditional literature, Chinese, 132, 134–35
traditional music, Chinese, 29, 37–38, 39, 75, 95, 246
traditional opera, Chinese, 35, 37–38, 50, 54, 87–90, 136; in comparison to European, 52; influence on model works, 56–59, 61, 68, 71, 84, 86, 89–90 traditional painting (国画 guohua), 278, 293–94, 326, 368. See also national-style painting
Tradition and re-traditionalization, 19, 30–31, 44, 53, 93–95, 98, 116, 135, 137, 139, 185–88, 227, 250, 255, 294. See also Iconoclasm Transformation Texts (变文 bianwen), Buddhist religious stories, 51
transplant model works (移植样板戏 yizhi yangbanxi), 54–55. See also model works
trauma, see memory
triptych, in Chinese art, 297–98, 317, 319
tritone, a.k.a. augmented fourth, diabolus in musica, 69, 71–72
two-line struggle (路线斗争 luxian douzheng), 158; in the history of Chinese thought, 175, 185
two-stringed fiddle (胡琴 huqin), 51, 88. See also instruments, Chinese

U
underground/unofficial culture, 21, 378–79; art, literature, music, 29, 34, 54, 130, 345, 391
United Front, 196
V
Vietnam War, 117–18, 225
villains: in model works, 57–58, 71n, 83, 85; in comics, 342, 344, 353, 359, 361, 368. See also negative characters
virtue(s), see Confucian virtues
virtuous woman (青衣 qingyi), character in traditional opera, 58. See also dan

W
Wangqianjin (往前进, “going forward”), Maoist rhetoric, 286
Wangwu (王屋), one of the peaks in story “Th, 196, 240–41
warlords, 152
War of Resistance, see Sino-Japanese War
Warrior Knights Comics (小无义 Xiaowuyi), 364. See also comics
watercolor, painting technique, 277
“water processions,” paintings in commemoration of Mao’s 1966 Yangzi swim, 295
water sleeves (水袖 shuixiu), operatic costume, 51
wengongtuan (文工团, propaganda troupe), 2, 9, 21, 39, 48, 389
Wenhua da geming (文化大革命, Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, 1966–76), see Cultural Revolution; Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution wenyanyenwen (文言文, literary Chinese), 132, 159
Western instruments, 40, 66, 69–74
Westernization: in art, 283
Western music, see foreign music
wind-and-percussion performances (吹打 chuida), 382
woodcut, 277–78, 281, 295; modern movement, 279
woodblock prints, Chinese technique, 263, 279–80, 294
woodwind instruments, Western, 40, 66, 69–74
passim, 73n, 84, 95, 110, 118–20, 122. See also instruments, Western
worker-peasant-soldier literature, 135
worker-peasant-soldier stores (工农兵商店 gongnongshang shangdian), 382
workers, peasants, and soldiers (工农兵 gongnongbing), laudatory term in Communist Party speech, implied audience for good Maoist art, 34–35, 83, 103, 126, 136, 140; 294, 362, 249, 294, 362; as “key detachment” (主力军 zhulijun), 136, 158; as creators (创作者 chuangzaozhe), 152–53, 158–61, 180. See also Mao Zedong
work songs (号子 haozi) e.g. of the boatmen, in the Yellow River Cantata, 75, 240
World War II, 241n; comics, 344
wound literature (伤痕文学 shanghen wenxue), 115; wound music (伤痕音乐 shanghen yinyue), 115; wound painting (伤痕画 shanghen hua), 115; wound poetry (伤痕诗 shanghen shi), 115
writing ideas (写意 xieyi) technique, loosely brushed ink painting, 285, 292
writuals (Apter and Saich), 221
wudan (武旦, female acrobat), role type in traditional opera, 58. See also dan
wuju (舞剧, ballet), see ballet
wusheng (武生 acrobat/military man), role type in traditional opera, 58n. See also sheng

X
xenophobia, denigration of Cultural Revolution as xenophobic period, 30, 31n, 36, 75, 135, 137, 278, 361; vs. existence of foreign elements in art and culture, 19, 29, 38, 45, 53, 75–76, 90, 96, 132, 165, 278, 290–91, 329, 334, 361. See also foreign film; foreign literature; foreign music; foreign painting traditions
xi (戏), staged performance, theatricals such as operas, ballets, symphonic pieces, 46–47. See also opera; Beijing Opera; local opera; model works; revolutionary opera; Shanghai Opera; traditional opera; and individual model works by title xiangtu (乡土, homeland) movement, 44. See also root-seeking movement xiaorenshu (小人书, small people’s books), comics, 331, 360, 365, 368–70. See also comics xiaosheng (小生, young male character), role type in traditional opera, 58, 58n. See also sheng xieyi (写意, writing ideas) technique, loosely brushed ink painting, 285, 292
xin shehui (新社会, new society), 170
xin yinyue (新音乐, New Chinese Music), foreign-style, see New Chinese Music
xipi (西皮), a type of aria in Beijing Opera, 52, 62–64, 70; xipi kuaiiban (西皮快板), subtype of the xipi aria, 62–64. See also erhuang aria xiqu (戏曲, Chinese theatricals), traditional, 78, 91 xuanchuandui (宣传队, propaganda team), 20, 218, 229
xuetangge (学堂歌, school songs), 41, 97
xungene (寻根热, root-seeking/Roots Fever) movement, 44–45. See also homeland movement

Y
yangban (样板, model), 79, 86; yangbanhua (样板画), 270. See also model ballets; model heroes; model operas; model soldiers; model works; and individual titles of model images. For yangbanxi (样板戏), see model works
Yellow Bell (黄钟 huangzhong), 97
yishuan (艺术团, performing troupe), 48, 66, 89, 381. See also artistic troupes
yiwan gemingren (亿万革命人, revolutionary masses), 366
Yiyang music (弋阳腔 Yiyang qiang), 51–52
yizhi yangbanxi (移植样板戏, transplant model works), 54–55. See also model works
young male character (小生 xiaosheng), role type in traditional opera, 58, 58n. See also sheng
yuan (元), Chinese paper bills, 307, 310, 329
yuanban (原板), type of meter, 63. See also meter
yuefenpai (月份牌), large-scale advertising posters, 17
yuefu (乐府, Music Bureau Poetry), ballads and poems in folk style, 163
yulu (语录, quotations), 189, 391; yuluwu (语录舞, quotation dance), 13; yuluge (语录歌, quotation songs), 14, 20, 106, 196, 208–9, 217, 229, 245, 247, 251, 314; yulupai (语录牌, quotation boards), 191, 194, 201, 307; "recorded words" by Chan Buddhist masters, 193; yulucuo (语录操, quotation gymnastics), 209, 254, 377; yuluzhan (语录站, quotation wars), 238. See also citations; Mao quotes; quotations
yunbai (韵白), rhymed speech, 59, 89
yueqin (月琴, moon guitar), musical instrument, 51, 66, 88. See also instruments, Chinese
Z
zaoshen yundong (造神运动, god-creation campaign), 314. See also Gods, spirits, and deities
Zeitgeist (时代精神 shidai jingshen), 154–55, 168
zhali (战歌, "battle song"), 101
Zhdanov Doctrine (1948), 45
zhengming (正名, "rectification of names"), 250
zhong (忠, loyalty): zhongziwu/-tang (忠字屋/堂, Loyalty Chambers/Halls), 6; zhongziwu (忠字舞, loyalty dances), 6, 9, 14, 208–9, 247, 251, 253, 314, 377; as a moral quality, 250, 254, 271; zhongzichuang (忠字窗, loyalty windows), 252; zhongzigui (忠字柜, loyalty cabinets), 252; characters, 325. See also Confucian; Mao Zedong; moral qualities
zhugongdiao (诸宫调), musical suites, 51. See also musical suites
zhuxuanlü (主旋律, main-melody), 127; dianying (主旋律电影, main-melody (mythical) film), 241
zouchuqu (走出去, "going global"), new policy, 285
zuigao zhishi (最高指示, highest instructions) by Mao, 208–9, 321. See also Mao Zedong
zuixin zhishi (最新指示, newest/latest instructions) by Mao, 192, 208. See also Mao Zedong
zunjijia (遵纪守法, respect for law), 179
Zunyi (遵义) Conference (1935), 17, 25
zuoxin (做, gesture), in Chinese opera, 59–61